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Appeara n ce a n d P e rs o n a lit y
3.

1.

Rose: ––––?
Paula: She is very cute with blue eyes.
Selim: What does Ali look like?
Eser: Ali is ––––.

Tİ
R

Which question completes the sentence
above?

Which of the following completes the sentence?
A) handsome

B) easygoing

C) thoughtful

D) clumsy

EK

A) What does she look like
B) What does she like
C) What does she do
D) Who likes

4. I think Mehmet is a/an …………………. boy because
he always tells the truth.
Which of
sentence?

N

4

the

following

completes

A) punctual

C) clumsy

B) honest

D) easygoing

the

2. “He is very selfish. John never shares anything.”
5. 		

R

Who is John?

Ö

A)

C)

B)

D)

Rose:

––––?

Paula:

He is selfish and never gives anything to
other people.

Which of the following completes the sentence?
A) What does he like doing
B) What is he like
C) What does he like
D) What does he look like
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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6.

01

Read the text below and answer the
questions between 9-11.

Kemal studies regularly. He does his homework
everyday. He is –––– .
Which of the following completes the sentence?
B) friendly

C) lazy

D) punctual

Adam is not a careful boy. He
always breaks things.

Jane thinks about other
people and always helps
them.

EK

A) hardworking

Tİ
R

Mert never tells lies. He
always tells the truth.

Tom always buys presents
for children. He also helps
poor people.

7. Tom: What is Emre like?

Jesica: He is ––––. He always comes to school
on time.
Which of the following completes the sentence?
B) slim

N

A) selfish

D) plump

R

C) punctual

A) He is generous.

B) He is shy.

C) He is helpful.

D) He is honest.

10. Who is clumsy?

8.

Ö

9. What is Mert like?

A) Mert

B) Jane

C) Adam

D) Tom

...................................

Curly

11. Which one is TRUE?

Wavy
Straight
Bald

What is the best title for the chart above?
A) Eye Colours

B) Hair Types

C) Personality

D) Hair Colours

A) Mert always breaks something around him.
B) Jane tells lies whenever she talks.
C) Adam is a rude and selfish boy. He only
thinks about himself.
D) Tom usually gives his money to the people in
need.
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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Test

02

4.

1.

My mother is tall. She wears a colorful
headscarf.
Levent

Who is Levent’s mother?

My brother is 120 kg. He is ––––.
Which of
sentence?

the

following

completes

the

C)

B) thin

C) medium weight

D) overweight

EK

A) slim

B)

Tİ
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A)

D)

5. Ali : Let’s do sports in the evenings!

6

Can : Why? I don’t need sports.
Ali : Everyone needs sports but you should
do more.
Can : Did you mean I’m ................?
Ali : I’m sorry for that.

2. Sue: Merve is a/an .................................... girl.

Lily: That’s right. She has got a lot of friends.

Which of the following completes the
conversation above?

A) outgoing

B) selfish

A) slim

B) overweight

D) stubborn

C) well-built

D) blonde

N

Which of the following completes the sentence?

Ö

R

C) forgetful

6.

I am fat and of medium height. I have got curly
hair and blue eyes..

According to the sentence given above, which
photo is CORRECT?

3.

A)

B)

C)

D)

I am Max. I like helping people
when they need something.

Max is ……………………. .
A) punctual

B) reliable

C) outgoing

D) helpful
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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7. Clara:
Jane:

Test

I think George is very ………………… . He
doesn’t change his mind.
I think Mike is very …………………….. . He
has a good relationship with people.

10. Dave: I don’t want to see Andy anymore. I hate
him.
Kate : Why do you think so?
Dave: Because he is very - - - - . He only 		
thinks about himself. He never thinks other
people’s needs.

Which of the following completes the sentences
above?

Which of the
conversation?

B) supportive

C) helpful

D) kind

Dora:

Which of the
conversation ?

following

completes

Which of the following completes the sentence?

A) clumsy

B) forgetful

A) selfish

C) attractive

D) handsome

C) clumsy

the

Why do you always write down
everything?
Because I am very ........................................ .
I always forget something.

EK

He is very ........... .

completes

A) selfish

11. Tom:

8. Nick never remembers where he leaves his things.

following

Tİ
R

A) funny / friendly
B) kind / shy
C) stubborn / kind
D) mischievous / hardworking

02

B) stingy

the

D) forgetful

R

N

12.

9.

Personality

Ö

stubborn
thoughtful
forgetful
...........................

Physical Appearance
well-built
tall
handsome
.............................

According to the chart, which of the following is
CORRECT?

A) of medium height / cheerful
B) slim / friendly
C) plump / slim
D) selfish / thin

What does your best friend
look like?

Which of the following CANNOT be answer?

A) He has got dark curly hair.
B) He is of medium height and slim.
C) He is punctual.
D) He is bald.

13. Ali comes to the class on time. He is ……………. .
Which of the following completes the sentence
above?
A) clumsy

C) jealous

B) punctual

D) pessimistic

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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APPEARANCE

PERSONALITY

well-built
slim
overweight
…………………..

punctual
generous
selfish
………………………….

4. Lucy:
Susan:
Lucy:

A) honest / easy-going
B) cheerful / tall
C) plump / stubborn
D) thoughtful / forgetful

03

I think Mark is very reliable.
Why do you think so?
Because he ––––.

Which of the
conversation?

According to the chart, which one completes
the chart?

Test

following

completes

the

A) spends time with his friends
B) never comes late
C) keeps secrets
D) changes his mind

Tİ
R

UNIT

5. Sophie: –––– ?

Sandy: He is of medium height and plump.

		
like?
Helen: She is tall and slim. She has got straight
blonde hair.
8

Which of the
conversation?

completes

the

B)

D)

Ö

R

C)

following

A) What does he look like
B) Who is he
C) What is he like
D) What does he like

N

A)

Which question completes the conversation
above?

EK

2. Sandra: What does your new classmate look

3. Dennis: ––––?
Jack: She is outgoing and generous.
Which question completes the conversation
above?

A) What is she like			
B) What does she look like
C) What does she like			
D) What does she do
İngilizce Soru Bankası

6. Andrew: ––––?
Deniz:

He is punctual, polite and helpful.

Which of the following completes the dialogue
above?
A) What does your new English teacher look
like
B) Who is your new teacher at school
C) What is your new English teacher like
D) Who do you like most at school

Appearance and Personality

Test

7. Andy : The new girl at school is a very nice

03

9.

person. Do you know her?
Lynda : Well, what does she look like?
Andy : She –––– .
completes

the

A) is very friendly and outgoing
B) is short and of medium weight
C) likes being alone
D) is sometimes clumsy

Tİ
R

Which of the following
dialogue above?

The boy is selfish because ––––.

R

N

EK

A) he never shares his friends’ secret
B) he always shares what he has
C) he doesn’t share his belongings
D) he cares about people

Hi! I am Jenny. I like my school and my
friends. I’m a friendly person. I have got
lots of friends. I like spending time and
chatting with them. I am also a hardworking
student. I always do my homework and
arrive school on time.

Ö

8.

According to the speech, ––––.

A) Jenny is a lazy student
B) she hasn’t got many friends
C) she is punctual
D) she is so shy

10.

I have two brothers. Fred is
very helpful. He likes helping
people. My little brother, Alex
is a/an ……….. boy. He never
changes his mind.
Which of the following completes the sentence?
A) clumsy
B) easy-going
C) punctual
D) stubborn

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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Appearance and Personality

1. Name: Jack

Name: Jennifer
Height: 1.70 cm
Age: 30

Height: 180 cm
Age:
23

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT?

Name: Harry
Height: 1.75 cm
Age: 80

B) Jennifer is younger than Harry and Sally.
D) Sally is older than Harry.

EK

A) Jack is taller than others.					
C) Harry is shorter than Jack.					

N

10

2. 		

…………………………………………..?

Of course, I do. His name is
Salih.

…………………………………………..?

He is tall and thin with long
straight brown hair and black
eyes.

…………………………………………..?

He is very helpful and
generous.

Ö

R

New Generation Questions

Name: Sally
Height: 1.60 cm
Age: 75

Tİ
R

Test

Faruk

Osman

Which question DOES NOT Faruk ask Osman?
A) What does he look like					
C) What is he like					

B) What does he like
D) Do you have a best friend
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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04

3. Look at the table, read the text below and answer the question.
Age

Weight

Height

Adam

43

75 kg

1.65 cm

Barry

37

90 kg

1.89 cm

Dylan

69

77 kg

1.73 cm

Floyd

18

63 kg

1.90 cm

Tİ
R

Name

We look for a tall, fat
and middle-aged person.

Ö

C)  Dylan

EK

R

4.

B) Barry

N

A) Adam

Do you know Jack at class?

Yes, I know but I don't
like him.

Why?
Because he
––––.

Which of the following DOES NOT complete the conversation above?
A) always tells a lie					
C) helps people					

B) hates spending time with friends
D) doesn’t tell the truth
İngilizce Soru Bankası

D) Floyd

11

New Generation Questions

Who should they choose?

Test

04

Appearance and Personality

5.
He is cheerful.

2. ––––?

He has got curly hair.

Tİ
R

1. ––––?

He likes swimming.

3. ––––?

Which of the following DOES NOT complete the chart?

Look at the table, read the text below and answer the question.

Ö

R

6.

N

12

New Generation Questions

B) What does he do
D) What does he like

EK

A) What does he look like							
C) What is he like							

Name

Age

Personality

Derek

28

punctual, creative

Samuel

67

easygoing, stingy

Michael

32

helpful, honest

Frank

59

outgoing, rude

Mr. Işık is a businessman. He wants to work with two new workers for his factory. He wants two people to
come on time and never tell lies.
Whom should Mr. Işık choose?
A) Derek, Samuel							B) Samuel, Frank
C) Frank, Samuel 							
D) Michael, Derek
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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7. 		

04

1. Do you know
this boy?

2. No, I don’t.
Who is he?

3. He is a new
student. I don’t like
him very much.

Tİ
R

4.Why

5. He .......... .

Which of the following DOES NOT complete the conversation above?

Elif

Mert

Nil

Kadir

Dilek

Which of the following is WRONG according to the picture?
A) Elif has got short straight hair.					
C) Mert is tall and slim.						

B) Kadir has got black hair and beard.
D) Nil is plump with short fair hair.

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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New Generation Questions

Ö

R

N

8. 			

B) never tells a lie
D) always comes late

EK

A) only thinks himself						
C) never changes his mind						

Test

05

Appearance and Personality

1. Hello! My name is Hakan. I’m of medium height and slim with blue eyes. I‘m bald. I wear glasses. I have a
beard and moustache. My best friend, Hilmi is fat and short. He has got short black hair and black eyes.
Which picture describes Hakan?
A)

B)

						

D)

EK

C)

Look at the chart and answer the question.

Ö

R

2.

N

14

New Generation Questions

			

Tİ
R

			

What does he like?

He ...................... .

What does he look
like?

He ...................... .

What is he like?

He ...................... .

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the questions above?
A) has got long straight black hair					
C) likes spending time with his friends				

B) is a clumsy boy
D) has got short curly hair

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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Appearance and Personality

1. Honest

a-My sister doesn’t remember anything easily.

2-Forgetful

b-He doesn’t care other people.

3-Punctual

c-She never tells lies.

4-Selfish

d-He never changes his mind.

5-Stubborn

e-She always comes to lesson on time.

B) 1-d / 2-a / 3-c / 4-b / 5- e
D) 1-a / 2-c / 3-e / 4-b / 5- d

N

EK

A) 1-e / 2-d / 3-a / 4-c / 5- b						
C) 1-c / 2-a / 3-e / 4-b / 5- d						

What does your brother
look like?

–––– .

Ö

R

4. 				

Which of the following CANNOT complete the conversation?
A) He is thin with black hair and brown eyes			
C) He is so selfish. He doesn’t care about others		

B) He is very handsome
D) He has got curly hair and a small nose

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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New Generation Questions

Which matching is CORRECT?

Tİ
R

3.

05

PRACTICE TEST - 01

Ali

Tİ
R

1.

Ayşe

Ata

Aslı

Friendship is so important at school.  Ali, Ayşe, Ata and Aslı have a good friendship but they have some different
characteristics, too. Ali likes making people laugh and he never gets angry. Ata likes giving parties and
buying presents for his friends. Ayşe never tells lies. Aslı doesn’t get worried and she is usually calm.
Which of the following is CORRECT according to the paragraph?

EK

A) Ayşe isn’t an honest person.
B) Aslı doesn’t care about other people.
C) Ali fights with other students at school.
D) Ata doesn’t give importance to money, so he is generous.

2. Which matching is WRONG about the names and their personalities?
Name
Personality
A) Ali
Funny
Generous
B) Ata
C)   Aslı             -           Stubborn
D)   Ayşe           -           Honest

N

16

I’m an outgoing
person.

Ö

R

3. 					

I don’t understand.
What do you mean?

______ .

Which of the following CAN complete the

dialogue?

A) I never go outside in my free times
B) I’m a sociable person.I have got lots of friends
C) I never care other people. I’m more important than everyone
D) I’m so shy. cannot talk with people

PRACTICE TEST - 01
4.

Look at the graphic, read the text and answer the question.

cm

Common Male Height

180
175
165

Samsun

Tİ
R

170

Bolu

Manisa

Diyarbakır

Hi! My name is Fatih. I am from Manisa and I’m a student at Secondary School. My best friend, Özcan is
from Samsun. I have also two close friends from different cities. Mustafa is from Bolu and Ahmet is from
Diyarbakır.  

EK

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?
A) Özcan is shorter than Mustafa and Fatih.		
C) Fatih is taller than his best friends.			

5.

Sally

Molly

17

Kathy

R

N

Helen

B) Ahmet and Mustafa are shorter than Özcan.
D) Fatih is taller than the others.

Does she have a headscarf?
No, she doesn’t.
Has she got longer straight hair than Sally?
Yes, she has.
Is she tall or short?
She is tall.
Is she more overweight than Kathy?
No, she isn’t.
Is she old?
No. She is middle-aged.
She is ––––.

Ö

Sam:
Liz:
Sam:
Liz:
Sam:
Liz:
Sam:
Liz:
Sam:
Liz:
Sam:

Which one is suitable for the blank?
A) Helen		 B) Molly

C) Sally

D) Kathy

PRACTICE TEST - 01
6.

Answer the question according to the
information below.

Answer the questions according to the text below.

My Family

Sue never shares her things.

Tim never tells the truth.

Which personal quality isn’t described above ?

C) forgetful

18

shy

selfish

D) dishonest

easy-going

honest

outgoing

N

7.

B) punctual

EK

A) selfish

Hi everyone! My name’s Mike. My family isn’t very
big. I’ve got a brother and a sister. My brother’s name
is Josh. He’s 15 years old and he’s very selfish. He
doesn’t share his things with me. He’s got big green
eyes and dark curly hair. My sister’s name is Ellie, and
she’s 10 years old. She’s quite short and has got long
dark straight hair. She is very hard-working. She
never forgets her homework. I’m the middle child.
I’m 13 years old, and I’m quite tall. I’ve got short hair
and blue eyes. Our parents are 40, and they’re both
teachers at my school. They are very punctual. Mum
hasn’t got brothers or sisters, but Dad’s brother is a
Maths teacher at the same school and his wife is a
teacher, too. They’ve got three children. They’re all
at university in different cities. I think my cousins are
outgoing.
Mike

Tİ
R

Mary always comes to work on time.

A person who doesn’t tell lies or
cheats people

R

A person who thinks only about
himself

Ö

A person who is nervous and
uncomfortable with others.

A person who likes spending time in
activities with other people than being
alone

Which personality adjective is EXTRA when
we match the explanations?
A) selfish

B) easy-going

C) shy

D) outgoing

8. What are Mike’s father and mother like?
A) They are selfish.
B) They are very hardworking.
C) They are punctual.
D) They are outgoing.

PRACTICE TEST - 01
Answer the question according to the table about Sümeyye’s profile.

Tİ
R

9.

Height

Body-built

Eyes

Hair

Appearance

Tall

Slim

Brown

Brown

Beautiful

Which question can’t be answered according to the table ?

N

EK

A) What is Sümeyye like ?						
B) Is Sümeyye tall or short ?
C) What colour are Sümeyye’s eyes ?				
D) What hairstyle is best for Sümeyye?

10. 				

Cars

Maximum Speed

220 km

200 km

Hp ( horse power) 90 hp

150 hp

120 hp

Age

5

3

4

Price

50.000 TL

100.000 TL

75.000 TL

R

Ö

180 km

According to the information in the chart, ––––.

A) red car is newer than black car
B) blue car is slower than red car
C) black car is more powerful than red car
D) red car is more expensive than blue car

19
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Sp o r t s

1.

3. Konyaspor and Alanyaspor had a draw in the
match last night. I mean ………………………. .
Which of the following completes the
sentence above?

Which of the following isn’t an individual sport?
A) climbing
C) baseball

B) horse riding
D) archery

Tİ
R

A) Konyaspor scored a goal
B) Nobody won the match
C) Alanyaspor beat Konyaspor
D) Konyaspor lost the match

EK

4. Caner had a/an .......................... on his leg in his
last match and he can’t play football until next
summer.

Which of the following completes the sentence?

20

B) medal
D) injury

R

N

A) audience
C) goal

2.

5.

INDOOR ACTIVITIES

Ö

Champions League Result
Porto BESIKTAS
3
1

Karate

Beşiktaş ............................. .
Which of the following DOES NOT complete
the sentence according to the result above?

A) lost the game three to one
B) had only one goal
C) beat Porto three to one
D) couldn’t win the game
İngilizce Soru Bankası

Which of the following IS NOT suitable for the
chart?
A) camping
C) archery

B) swimming
D) boxing

Sports

Test

6. “There are two players on the pitch. There is

8.

01

a net in the middle of the pitch. Players use
rackets to hit the ball.”
Which of the following is CORRECT for the
text above?
A)

B)
A: Who are they?
B: They are ................... .

C)

Tİ
R

Which of the following completes the
sentence above?
A) spectators
C) swimmers

D)

B) sailors
D) medals

EK

9.

“In this sport, you hit the ball in the air
with your hands’’

21

According to the speech bubble above, it is
………………………. .

R

N

A) jogging
C) cycling

B) volleyball
D) martial arts

10.

7. Winnie : How often should we train to be a
champion like you?
You know it is not
thing. ............... .
It is difficult but I’ll do it.

Ö

			
Harry :
			
Winnie :

an

I received several ................... in
the Olympics. I am a successful
weight–lifter.

easy

Which of the following completes the
conversation?

A) You should exercise everyday
B) You shouldn’t do anything
C) Just watch TV and eat fast food
D) It is really easy to be a champion

Which of the following is TRUE according to
the speech bubble?
A) spectators
C) helmets

İngilizce Soru Bankası

B) goals
D) medals

UNIT
1.

02

Sp o r t s

02

4. Hector : What do you think about individual

I. Twice a week.
II. Do you swim?
III. Yes, I do. I go to a swimming pool.
IV. How often do you go there?

			
Chris :
		
Hector :
			

Which of the following is CORRECT?
A) II – IV – I – III
C) II – III – IV – I

Test

sports? Do you like them?
No, I don’t. Because I want to play
with my friends.
So you like ............ such as football,
volleyball or basketball.

Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?
A) individual sports
C) water sports

B) team sports
D) air sports

Tİ
R

B) IV – I – III – II
D) III – II – IV – I

2. Brad

EK

5. My brother always - - - -. He wears sneakers.

: How often do you take a shower?
Imany : Well, I take a shower ........................, only
			 on Thursdays.
22

Which of the following completes the
conversation above?

B) every day
D) once a day

Which one completes the sentence?
A) plays tennis
B) plays baseball
C) plays basketball
D) plays badminton

Ö

R

N

A) once a week
C) once a year

He plays with his friends. They play with a big
brown ball.

3. Jane
Lily

6. Matt : How often do you go parachuting?

: …………………………………….. ?
: I go swimming twice a week.

Jim		 : I go parachuting ......................., on the 7th of
					 April. I do it every year.

Which of the following completes the
conversation?

Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?

A) What do you know about swimming
B) Do you like swimming
C) Where do you swim
D) How often do you swim

A) once a year
B) twice a month
C) three times a year
D) four times a month

İngilizce Soru Bankası

Sports

Test

7. Jane hates team games so she never plays

02

10. Harry : Did you see the newspaper headline?

................ .

:
:
:
:

No. What does it say?
It says ‘Beşiktaş beat Fenerbahçe 2-1.’
What does it mean?
It means ……………………………….. .

Which of the following completes the
sentence above?

Tom
Harry
Tom
Harry

A) golf
C) bowling

Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?

B) table tennis
D) football

Tİ
R

A) Beşiktaş won the match
B) Fenerbahçe defeated Beşiktaş
C) It was a draw
D) It wasn’t an important match

11.

EK

I always do sports to be healthy, so at
the weekends I go - - - - with my
best friend.

8. Every morning I get up early and go ......... . It is a
kind of walk but a bit faster.

Which of the following completes the
sentence above?

B) football
D) jogging

Which of the following completes the
sentence above?
A) cycling 		 B) jogging

R

N

A) cycling
C) gym

Ö

12.

9. Malcolm : Can you play ...........?

Edward : No, I can’t. I am not good at team
			 sports.
Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?
A) badminton
C) volleyball

C) hiking 		 D) camping

B) bowling
D) golf

It is a team sport. In this sport,
there are two teams. Each team
has eleven players. They play it in
a pitch.

Which sport is it according to the speech
bubble above?
A) Archery
B) Snowboarding
C) Football
D) Skating
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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1.

BADMINTON LESSONS

Tİ
R

FOR AGES 5 T0 ADULT
Price: 100 liras per week

Mrs. Harnold has four children. John is five years old, Fred is six months old, Susan is ten years old and
Mark is eleven years old. They want to attend badminton lesson.
Who CANNOT join badminton lesson according to the information above?
A) John

C) Susan

EK

2.

B) Fred

D) Mark

DENİZ’S AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

5 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Tuesday

Swimming
Basketball

Wednesday

Swimming

5 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Thursday

Basketball
Swimming

7 p.m. – 8 p.m.

Monday

24

Friday

8 p.m. – 9 p.m.

6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

N

A) Deniz plays basketball once a week
B) Deniz has school activities before 4 p.m.
C) Deniz has after-school activities in the morning
D) Deniz swims three times a week

R

New Generation Questions

According to the table above, ……………………………………… .

Ö

3.

Hello! I’m Adela. My favourite activity is tennis. I need two
rackets and a ball. I play it with my friends three times a week.

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the speech bubble above?

A) Where does she play?
B) What does she like doing?
C) Who does she play tennis with?
D) How often does she play?
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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03

What do you need for your
favourite activity?

I need a bow and
an arrow.

I need a ball and
two rackets.

Tim

Tİ
R

Mark
I need goggles and
swimsuit.

John

Sally

I need a bat and a
ball.

Arnold

Which sports is NOT mentioned according to the speech bubbles?

R

SATURDAY

Ö

5.

Barcelona

3

Barcelona

2

Barcelona

0

1

Real Madrid
TEAM
NAME

2

Real Madrid
TEAM
NAME

2

Real Madrid
TEAM
NAME

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Which of the following is WRONG according to the scores above?
A) Barcelona won the game on Saturday.
B) The score was a draw on Monday.
C) Real Madrid lost the game on Saturday.
D) Real Madrid beat Barcelona on Monday.
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New Generation Questions

C) Baseball

EK

B) Archery

N

A) Basketball

03

Test

Sports

6.

MID-TERM SPORTS CLUB

January 18-24

Swimming

January 25-30

Basketball

February 1-7

Tennis

February 8-14

Tİ
R

Football

John, Alex and George are childhood friends. They have a plan for mid-term break. They want to go to a
sports club. They can only attend on the first week of February.
According to the poster above, they can attend …………………. .
B) basketball
D) football

EK

A) tennis				
C) swimming				

N
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Number of People
60

Swimming

R

New Generation Questions

7. 100 students were asked about the sports they love and the result is below:

50

Football

40

Basketball

30

Volleyball

Ö

20

Tennis

10
0

Swimming

Football

Basketball

Volleyball

Tennis

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the graphic?

A) Students like tennis the least.
B) Swimming is more popular than other sports.
C) Basketball is more popular than volleyball.
D) Football is less popular than basketball.
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8.
Bob, what about
joining a sports club?

That’s a great idea.

Soccer. It’s my
favourite.

Tİ
R

………………………………… ?

Which of the following completes the conversation above?

B) Which sports would you like to join
D) Where is the sports club

EK

A) How often do you train					
C) Is soccer your favorite sport				

27

Read the text and answer the questions 9-10.

9. According to the text, Brad ……………………………………….. .
A) is not interested in sports					
C) trains only on weekdays					

B) is a professional swimmer
D) goes swimming at weekends

10. Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?
A) What does he want?					
C) Where does he swim?					

B) Does he like swimming?
D) How often does he train?
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N

This is my brother, Brad. He is 12 years old. He is crazy about swimming. He wants to be a professional
swimmer. He is in a famous swimming club and trains four times a week on weekdays. He has a rest on
Saturdays and Sundays.

Test

04

Sports

1.
My favourite sport is –––– .
I need knee pads and ankle pads for it.

Which of the following completes the speeach bubble above?
B) bowling

C) rollerskating

2.

GUEST

2

3

EK

HOME

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the score above?

3.

B) Home team lost the match.
D) Home team won the match.

N

A) The score is a draw.					
C) Guest team lost the match.					

Hasan, what about
attending a sports club?

––––?

That sounds
awesome.

I think badminton is a
good idea.

Ö

R

New Generation Questions
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D) hiking

Tİ
R

A) archery

Which of the following completes the conversation above?
A) Which club do you want to join			
C) Where is the club					

B) When do you attend
D) How often do you swim
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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4. 							

Tİ
R

Sunday Evening
25th July
7 p.m.

According to the brochure, there is NO INFORMATION about the ––––.
B) event
D) date

EK

Ö

R

N
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5.

Sports

Equipment

1

Swimming

Goggles, swim suit

2

Hiking

Backpack, walking stick

3

Tennis

Racket, ball

4

Football

Hoop, ball

Which matching is FALSE according to the table?
A) 4

B) 3

C) 2
İngilizce Soru Bankası
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A) time				
C) contact number				

Test
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Sports

6.
It is football.

––––?

I need football shoes.

––––?

I train once a week.

Matt

Which question DOES NOT Matt ask Jack?

Tİ
R

––––?

Jack

R

7.

N

30

New Generation Questions

B) What is your favourite sport
D) Where do you train

EK

A) How often do you play football				
C) What do you need						

Group

F

Ö

Spain
Sweden
Norway
Romania
Faroe Islands
Malta

• Ronaldo …………………………… a goal in the final match.
• She won three ………………………. during her life.
• There were 20.000 …………………………… in the match.

Which of the following is EXTRA?
A) scored

B) spectators

C) draw

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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8.
I like this sport very much. I need goggles and swimsuit.

Which sport is it?
A)

B)

D)

Read the text and answer the questions 9-10.

R

N

Hello! My name is Mert. I’m fifteen years old. I’m into
sports. I love all sports but my favourite one is tennis. I
played tennis first when I was ten. My dream is to be a
professional tennis player. I’m fan of Andy Murray. I’m in
a tennis club and I train twice a week on weekdays. I have
matches every weekend.

9. Which of the following is TRUE according to the text above?

Ö

A) He trains once a week.						
C) He is a professional tennis player.				

B) He is interested in tennis.
D) He has matches on weekdays.

10. Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?
A) When did he start tennis?						
C) What is his dream?						

B) How often does he train?
D) Where does he have matches?

İngilizce Soru Bankası
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EK
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C)

PRACTICE TEST - 02
1. Merve : I go hiking every Sunday and I don’t
			 need a lot of equipment.
Lilly : ––––?
Merve : I only need trainers and walking sticks.
Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?

4. Jean : ––––?
Paul
Jean
Paul
Jean
Paul

:
:
:
:
:

I usually do archery.
––––?
Yes, I need a bow and an arrow.
––––?
I practice every weekend.

Which question DOES NOT Jean ask Paul?

A) Where do you do your exercise
B) What do you need for it
C) When do you go hiking
D) How do you do it

Tİ
R

A) Do you need any equipment for archery
B) How often do you do archery
C) Where do you do it
D) What do you do in your free time

5. Frank : I like playing badminton and going

2. Henry : ––––?

EK

Carl : I enjoy outdoor activities.
Henry : Why do you like them?
Carl : I think they’re very enjoyable and
			exciting.

			 cycling on weekdays but I hate riding
			 a horse and doing taekwondo. What
			 about you?
Lee
: I like riding a bike and doing judo but
			 I don’t like playing badminton and
			wrestling.

Which of the following completes the
dialogue above?
32

Which of the following can Lee and Frank do
together according to their preferences?

R

N

A) What kind of sports do you like
B) How often do you do sports
C) Why do you like outdoor sports
D) Which sports do you find interesting

Which
sport?

baseball

3. ––––.

tennis

What
equipment?

2. ––––.

goggles

racket

1. ..................... ?

once a
week

every
Friday

sometimes

Why?

interesting

relaxing

exciting

Ö

3.

A)

B)

C)

D)

6. • Serena Williams always ……….. so hard

Which of the following is CORRECT?
A) 1-When / 2- racket / 3- ice-skating
B) 1-How often / 2- bat / 3- swimming
C) 1-Where / 2- swimsuit / 3- bowling
D) 1-Who / 2- helmet / 3- archery

because good tennis players need a strong
body.
• There are a lot of …………. in the stadium to
watch the match.
• I never do outdoor sports and I only like
bowling and table tennis as ……….. sports.
Which word is EXTRA when we fill in the
blanks?
A) trains
C) spectators

B) wins
D) indoor

PRACTICE TEST - 02
7. We can do three sports in the new sports cen-

Look at the graphic, read the information
below and answer the question.

ter. One of them is a team game. There are five
players in each team. In this sport, you need a
ball and a hoop. You just use your hands. The
other one is an individual sport. In this sport,
you need skates and helmet. The last one is a
team sport. There are six players in each team.
You need a ball and a net.

We asked 100 young people about the sports
they like and here is the result:
Sports

A)

B)

Golf

10

Tİ
R

Which sport is NOT MENTIONED above?
15

Swimming

25

40

Baseball
Football

10

Archery

C)

D)

9. Which of the following IS NOT correct
according to the graphic?

Ö

R

8.

N

EK

A) Swimming is more popular than golf and
baseball.
B) More people play football than baseball.
C) Less people like golf than swimming.
D) Team sports are less popular than individual
sports.

In this brochure, there is NO information about
––––.

A) the
B) the
C) the
D) the

time
date
sport’s name
place

10.

Which of the following is CORRECT according
to the final score above?
A) The score is a draw at the end of the match.
B) Guest team is better than home team.
C) Home team lost the game.
D) Home team won the game at the end of the
match.
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